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Introduction 
 

At St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School we have developed a school-wide Behaviour Support 
Policy. This form of behaviour support varies from many historical behaviour management plans in 
that it operates on the premise that as well as being learners of Literacy and Numeracy, children 
are also learners of behaviour. Under this model, based on Positive Behaviour for Learning1, it is 
the role of the teachers (and school community members) to explicitly teach children appropriate 
behaviours and to set expectations. The program recognises that while some children are more 
skilled in this area than others, most of our students are making positive behaviour choices all of 
the time and we need to acknowledge that. 

Research indicates that 80% of any group of people make positive behaviour choices all of the 
time. Approximately 15% will demonstrate positive behaviour choices but may also demonstrate 
inappropriate behaviour and the remaining 5% of any group of people are those that require major 
support to make positive behaviour choices. Analysis indicates that teachers usually spend about 
80% (or more) of their time addressing inappropriate behaviour choices. We seek to counter and 
reverse this trend. 

 

Our school community has identified four school values: 

Respect      Responsibility       Cooperation         Courtesy 

as well as a matrix of expected behaviours across different settings that reflect these four values. 

To promote the implementation of our Behaviour Support Policy staff have a consistent 
understanding of: the behaviours that demonstrate the four values; their consequences; and how 
to teach the different behaviour expectations. We use data and feedback to identify areas of 
school-wide focus and to plan our behaviour teaching at different times of the year. Student 
leaders are involved by promoting the values on a weekly basis at Monday and Friday assemblies. 
Teachers use positive behaviour strategies in unison with the Make Jesus Real resource, which 
focuses on the spiritual, interpersonal and emotional understanding and skills that ensure student 
success. We have developed a spectrum of examples of behaviour choices and appropriate or 
suggested responses to these behaviours. To recognise the positive choices made by students we 
employ a wide variety of recognition and/or reward strategies (both intrinsic and extrinsic). When 
students make inappropriate behaviour choices the aim is to use teaching and/or response 
techniques that work within a hierarchy of least intrusive and disruptive strategies that then 
gradually involve greater intervention depending on the severity and persistence of the undesired 
behaviour. 



Why is it so important to focus on teaching positive social behaviours?  

A major advance in discipline is the emphasis on school-wide systems of support that include 
proactive strategies for defining, teaching and supporting behaviours that create a positive school 
environment. Instead of using a patchwork of individual behavioural management plans, a 
continuum of positive behaviour support for all students is implemented across all school areas 
including the classroom and non-classroom settings. Attention is focused on creating and 
sustaining school-wide, classroom and individual systems of support that have the potential to 
improve personal, social and academic results for all students by making problem behaviour less 
relevant and desired behaviour more functional.  
 
In the past, school-wide discipline has focused mainly on reacting to specific student misbehaviour 
by implementing punishment-based strategies including reprimands, loss of privileges, principal 
referrals, suspensions, and expulsions. Research has shown that punishment, especially when it 
is used inconsistently and in the absence of other positive strategies, can be ineffective. 
Introducing, modeling and reinforcing positive social behaviour are important aspects of a 
student’s educational experience. Teaching behavioural expectations, and rewarding students for 
following them, is a much more positive approach than waiting for misbehaviour to occur before 
responding. The purpose of our school-wide approach is to establish a climate in which 
appropriate behaviour is the norm. 
 

Make Jesus Real2 (Make Jesus Real, pp4&5, Peter Mitchell, Tasmanian Catholic Education Office, 

Garratt publishing) 

Make Jesus Real (MJR) is a values education resource centred on the belief that we are all God’s 
children and, through our friendship with God, called to be like Jesus in the way we live. It is 
aligned with Religious Education curricula and Values Education programs throughout Australia. 
MJR values include respect, honesty and trustworthiness, understanding, tolerance and inclusion. 
They focus on the Gospel values of compassion, justice, humility and forgiveness. These values 
encourage students to do their best, treat others fairly, be responsible for their actions, follow 
principles of ethical conduct, and stand up for others against bullying. Positive attitudes are 
addressed as those towards: people – Jesus’ message is summed up by GTS (the way we Greet, 
Treat and Speak with people) and WEST (the way we Welcome, Encourage, say Sorry and give 
Thanks); life – students are encouraged to participate in many healthy activities; themselves – 
students are taught about a healthy diet, sleep, exercise, friends and to BIY (Believe in yourself). 
Other topics include self-discipline, good decision-making, friendship, positive behavior 
management, having a sense of humour, handling problems, resilience, being a giver rather than 
a taker and being a team player at home and school. 

MJR stresses that Jesus’ Spirit lives in our hearts in the “now”. The main aim is to get us “switched 
on to God’s presence” by reflecting on our lives each day to see where God has been in our 
experiences. The focus is not to leave Jesus as merely a person in history, but to emphasise that 
Jesus Christ is a mystery here with us now. We live in the now and will always have the now.  

Through emphasis on simple and easy to remember prompts such as WEST (Welcoming, 
Encouraging, saying Sorry and Thanks), MJR inspires positivity and gratitude. Welcoming, 
Encouraging, saying Sorry and Thanks (WEST) also makes reference to the sacraments of 
Baptism, Confirmation, Reconciliation and the Eucharist. 

Its universal impact, reinforced through feedback, directly improves the culture of a classroom – 
even a school culture as a whole – and creates positive morale for teachers and support staff. Its 
explicit naming of “the Spirit of Jesus” and “God moments” engenders a Christocentric reminder to 
all learners (students and teachers alike) to live gratefully and compassionately with a particular 
focus on care and concern for one another. 

  



School Registration Compliance: Standard 14 

 
“The use of any form of child abuse, corporal punishment or other degrading punishment to 
manage student behaviour is explicitly forbidden. 

 
These terms are defined in accordance with the Guide to Registration Standards and Other 
Requirements for Non-Government Schools: 
 

 child abuse  
Four forms of child abuse are covered by Western Australian law: 

1. Physical abuse occurs when a child is severely and/or persistently hurt or injured by 
an adult or a child’s caregiver. 

2. Sexual abuse, in relation to a child, includes sexual behaviour in circumstances 
where: 
a) the child is the subject of bribery, coercion, a threat, exploitation or violence; 
b) the child has less power than another person involved in the behaviour; or 
c) there is a significant disparity in the developmental function or maturity of the child 

and another person involved in the behaviour. 
3. Emotional abuse includes: 

a) psychological abuse; and 
b) being exposed to an act of family and domestic violence. 

4. Neglect includes failure by a child’s parents to provide, arrange or allow the provision 
of: 
a) adequate care for the child; or 
b) effective medical, therapeutic or remedial treatment for the child. 

 

 corporal punishment 
Any punishment in which physical force is used and intended to cause some degree of 
pain or discomfort, however light; typically involving hitting the child with the hand or 
with an implement; can also include, for example, forcing the child to stay in an 
uncomfortable position. It does not include the use of reasonable physical restraint to 
protect the child or others from harm [from UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, 
General Comment No. 8 (2006), paragraphs 11 and 15: CRC/C/GC/8, 2 March 2007]. 
 

 degrading punishment 
Any punishment which is incompatible with respect for human dignity, including corporal 

punishment and non-physical punishment which belittles, humiliates, denigrates, 

scapegoats, threatens, scares or ridicules the child [from UN Committee on the Rights 

of the Child, General Comment No. 8 (2006), paragraphs 11 and 16: CRC/C/GC/8, 2 

March 2007].” 

 
 



School-wide Behaviour Matrix 
Respect 

Whole school Classrooms  Play areas Indoor areas Lunch  Outside 
rooms 

Toilets  Moving 
through the 

school 

Car park / 
pick up / bus 

Excursions / 
community 

 Wear your school 
uniform correctly 

 Treat others as 
you wish to be 
treated 

 Enter indoor areas 
quietly 

 Respect others’ 
personal space 

 Use ICT 
appropriately 

 Pay attention to 
instructions 

 Ask permission 
before borrowing 
other people’s 
property 

 Return other 
people’s property 
once you have 
finished using it 

 Keep your desk 
and property tidy 

 Place your bag in 
the correct place 

 Put rubbish in the 
correct bin 

 Hand mobile 
phones to the 
teacher for safe 
keeping 

 Sit correctly on 
chairs 

 Share and take 
turns 

 Treat others as 
you want to be 
treated 

 Show good 
sportsmanship 

 Take care of 
equipment and 
people’s 
belongings 

 Keep sand in 
sandpit 

 Use equipment 
safely and 
appropriately 

 Return equipment 
in good condition 

 Wear hats and be 
sun smart 

 Enter the area 
quietly 

 Sit or stand quietly 
in your class line 

 Stand still for 
prayer and the 
National Anthem 

 Keep your hands 
to yourself 

 Wait for your turn 

 Be polite and 
friendly to canteen 
workers 

 Give others 
personal space 

 Return your lunch 
box to the 
appropriate place 
when you have 
finished with it 

 Look after school 
property 

 Allow others to 
enjoy the space 

 Speak in quiet 
voices 

 Place your bag in 
the correct place 

 Keep doorways 
and hallways clear 

 Think about the 
privacy of others  

 Practise good 
hygiene 

 Park properly and 
aim well 

 Walk around the 
gardens 

 Be aware of people 
around you 

 Look after your 
own belongings 

 Sit or stand quietly 

 Look after your 
own belongings 

 Leave things the 
way you found 
them 

 Walk sensibly so 
other people can 
use the paths 

 Listen to excursion 
guides  

 Wear hats and be 
sun smart 

Responsibility 
 Allow others to 

work and play 
safely 

 Be a good role 
model 

 Choose 
appropriate sites 
when researching 
online 

 Be on time 

 Complete class 
work in the 
allocated time 

 Have all your 
stationery 
requirements ready 

 Focus on your own 
work 

 Allow others 
around you to work 
without 
interruptions 

 Have a go at new 
activities 

 Challenge yourself 

 Use your inside 
voice 

 Use equipment 
safely 

 Keep your hands to 
yourself 

 Be aware of the 
safety of others 

 Finish eating 
before you move 
off to play 

 Accept the 
consequences of 
your own actions 

 Listen to adults and 
student helpers 
when they speak to 
you 

 Be aware of the 
people around you 

 Line up by the 
second bell 

 Be a good role 
model to other 
students 

 Respond to 
prayers 

 Sing hymns and 
the National 
Anthem sensibly 
and proudly 

 Sit down to eat 
your food 

 Put rubbish in the 
correct bin 

 Buy and eat your 
own food 

 Eat your food in the 
right places 

 Walk through these 
areas 

 Return to class 
promptly 

 Speak quietly so 
others can 
continue learning 

 Use toilets 
appropriately 

 Walk into and out 
of the toilets 

 Use the toilets 
before school and 
during breaks 

 Report any 
problems to the 
office 

 Walk your 
bike/scooter/skatebo
ard on school 
grounds 

 Walk around the 
school 

 Go straight to your 
area 

 Take your bags off 
your shoulder 
ready to enter the 
car 

 Enter only first or 
second car 

 Have your bus 
pass/money ready 

 Read excursion 
notes 

 Be in neat and tidy 
school uniform 

 Listen to 
responsible adults 
at all times 

 Stay close to 
teachers or 
excursion helpers 

 Stay seated on the 
bus and wear your 
seat belt 

 
 
 
 
 



Cooperation 
Whole school Classrooms  Play areas Indoor areas Lunch  Outside 

rooms 
Toilets  Moving 

through the 
school 

Car park / 
pick up / bus 

Excursions / 
community 

 Offer assistance 
when you see 
others need help 

 Follow instructions 
promptly 

 Value everyone’s 
contribution 

 Respect each 
other’s opinion 

 Encourage each 
other to be our best 

 Help others when 
they need it 

 Be a problem solver 

 Include others 

 Play with fair rules 

 Share and take 
turns 

 Try new games and 
activities 

 Be a team player 

 Be an attentive 
audience 

 Line up sensibly in 
a single line when 
buying food 

 Listen to the 
canteen workers 

 Wait to be 
dismissed after 
eating your lunch 

 Include others 

 Remember others’ 
personal space 

 Line up sensibly 
while waiting for 
teachers 

 Wait for your turn 
patiently 

 Always walk with 
your partner 

 Wait for your 
partner 

 Walk quietly in 
straight lines 

 Line up sensibly 
when getting on the 
bus 

 

 Look out for other 
students 

 Stay close together 

 Listen to the bus 
driver and teacher 

 Use quiet voices on 
the bus 

Courtesy 
 Smile and say 

hello when you 
see others 

 Put your hand up 
and wait your turn 
before speaking 

 Give your 
attention to the 
person speaking 

 Be kind with your 
words and actions 

 Acknowledge 
adults/visitors who 
enter the 
classroom 

 
 
 

 Play your game in 
your own space 

 Return balls to 
owners if they 
cross your path 

 Be aware of who 
is playing near 
you 

 See a teacher if 
you need help 

 Clap politely to 
celebrate and 
appreciate the 
efforts of others  

 Listen to all the 
speakers  

 Let junior students 
go first 

 Use your 
manners: please, 
thank you, excuse 
me 

 Wait your turn 

 Respect others’ 
food choices 

 Walk around other 
peoples’ activities 

 Use your 
manners: please, 
thank you, excuse 
me 

 Flush the toilet 

 Use a quiet voice 

 Knock on the door 
before entering a 
room 

 Smile and say 
hello to people as 
you pass 

 Let adults walk 
through doorways 
before you 

 Walk in a sensible 
and safe manner 

 Speak politely to 
the bus driver 

 Listen to 
excursion guides 

 Use your 
manners: please, 
thank you, excuse 
me 

 Speak politely to 
the excursion 
guides 

 
  



St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School – Levels of Behaviour 
B
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Appropriate Behaviour Choices Inappropriate Behaviour Choices 
Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

Demonstrating and modeling 
consistently high level 
appropriate behavior choices, 
virtues and values. For example: 

 Demonstrating the positive 

attitudes towards others, life 

and self as taught by Jesus 

 Intervening to provide positive 

solutions 

 Helping others to achieve 

success 

 Being humble 

 Being tolerant 

 Encouraging others 

 Actively reinforcing school 

rules 

 Being a self-motivated learner 

Behavior choices that 
demonstrate virtues and values. 
For example: 

 Picking up litter 

 Helping others follow rules 

 Demonstrating virtues such 

as generosity, honesty, 

patience 

 Consistently interacting 

appropriately with others 

 Showing initiative 

 Being tidy & organised 

 Being verbal respectful 

towards others 

 Including others in activities 

 Assisting others 

Making choices that correlate 
with the behavior expectations 
of students at St Joseph’s 
Catholic Primary School 
(following our 4 values of 
Respect, Responsibility, 
Cooperation and Courtesy). 
For example: 

 Lining up promptly & 

properly 

 Wearing hat when outside 

 Listening to & following 

directions 

 Taking turns 

 Getting along 

 Walking on pathways & 

around buildings 

 Using manners 

 Being honest 

Lower level inappropriate 
behavior choices (in person & 
via ICT). For example: 

 Using put-downs 

 Refusing to participate 

 Calling out 

 Misusing equipment or 

property 

 Harassing or teasing 

 Initiating unwanted physical 

contact, e.g. wrestling 

 Littering 

 Running through walkways, 

covered area & gardens 

 Using inappropriate language 

 Disrupting learning 

 Not completing class work 

Inappropriate behavior choices 
(in person & via ICT) that 
impact on other people’s right 
to learn and be safe; offend or 
injure another; or put and 
individual at risk. For example: 

 Persistent behaviour from 

Level 1 (not responding to 

strategies) 

 Using high level 

inappropriate language 

 Spitting 

 Disrespecting 

 Being non-compliant 

 Being defiant 

 Threatening others 

 Initiating higher level 

physical contact, e.g. biting, 

kicking, slapping, etc 

 Truancy 

 Misusing equipment or 

property resulting in damage   

Highly inappropriate behavior 
choices (in person & via ICT) that 
present consistent or serious 
disrespect; or risk of harm. For 
example: 

 Using abusive language 

 Aggressively physically 

assaulting 

 Fighting 

 Stealing or wilfully damaging 

property or possessions 

 Unlawfully entering school 

grounds 

 Consistently & persistently 

interrupting teaching & 

learning 

 Bullying (persistent, repetitive, 

inappropriate behaviours 

targeting a person or group) 

 Being continually defying, 

disrespecting or not complying  

S
tr
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 Public acknowledgement 

 “I spy” acknowledgement 

 Mystery teacher award 

 Class certificates 

 Principal acknowledgement 

 Whole school or class reward 

 Letter or phone call home 

 Lucky dip or treasure box 

rewards 

 Movie day at the end of term 

 Morning/afternoon tea with 

the Principal 

 Quarterly or annually 

 
1. Remember to record 

positive behaviours on 

SEQTA 

2. Parents may be advised 

 

 High five or special round of 

applause 

 Student of the day 

 Privileges such as special 

errands, bonus computer 

time, early recess, line leader, 

etc. 

 Assembly award  

 Certificate of merit 

 Occasional  

 
 
 
 
1. Remember to record 

positive behaviours on 

SEQTA 

2. Parents may be advised 

 

 Verbal recognition or praise 

 Thumbs up 

 Stickers 

 Star charts 

 Class raffle tickets 

 Class Dojo  

 Daily & frequent 

Consequences & strategies should logically match the inappropriate behavior choice whenever 
possible. All inappropriate behavior choices are opportunities for teaching & learning. 

Example consequences & 
strategies for Level 1 
Inappropriate Behaviour 
Choices: 

 Redirect 

 3Ws (What are you doing? 

What should you be doing? 

Would you do that now, 

thanks!) 

 Time out in class 

 Counselling questions 

Example consequences & 
strategies for Level 2 
Inappropriate Behaviour 
Choices: 

 Continue, adapt or modify 

Level 1 strategies 

 Writing lines 

 Buddy class 

 Reflection time 

 Community service 

 Restitution  

 

1. Note behaviour in diary & 

on SEQTA 

2. Parent to be advised 

 

Example consequences & 
strategies for Level 3 
Inappropriate Behaviour 
Choices: 

 Lines at office 

 Reflection time 

 Compensation / restitution 

 Time out from peers 

 Guidance support 

 1:1 BMP (supervised activity 

outside classroom) 

 Formal suspension 

 Expulsion  

 

1. Immediate referral to 

Office 

2. Note behaviour in diary & 

on SEQTA 

3. Parent to be advised 



How should students be taught behaviours? 
 

School-wide expectation for routines and behaviours must be explicitly taught so those social and 
academic competences support each other. Teaching new behaviours helps all students learn 
better ways of behaving, while giving feedback and practice opportunities assist them retain what 
they have learnt. Expectations are clear, modeling and practice opportunities are timely, and 
feedback is constructive. All of this is done in the context of caring relationships that cater for the 
needs of the students and encourage them to take responsibility for their own learning and 
behavior. 

 
Research indicates that students learn behavior best when three features of teaching unite: 
explicit teaching; monitoring and re-teaching. 

 
Explicit teaching 
Students are more likely to acquire expected behaviours when they are: 

 told what a behaviour means, along with where and how to perform it. 

 shown what the behaviour looks like. Teachers clarify “following the rule” and “not following the 

rule” by providing positive examples and a negative example (only the teacher demonstrates 

the negative example). 

 allowed to practise with guidance in a variety of ways. Ideally this occurs in the setting in 

which the behaviour is required. 

Monitoring  
Ongoing monitoring of behaviours and routines sets the stage for success so that students learn 
and maintain behaviours. Teachers need to: 

 pre-correct / remind / prompt students, especially when they anticipate students may have 

difficulty remembering a particular behaviour or routine. This also gives the teacher the 

opportunity to acknowledge the students for behaving appropriately. 

 supervise students by moving amongst them. Observing students, making eye contact, 

listening and interacting through positive consequences and corrective responses all support 

students in learning expected behaviours. 

 provide feedback that regularly recognises correct behaviour. By recognising student efforts 

and precisely identifying the skill they displayed, the student knows exactly what they did 

correctly. 

Re-teaching 
We all need a number of opportunities to learn new skills and concepts in a variety of appropriate 
settings. Re-teaching is part of the process that gives students further instruction, especially if 
they are having difficulty learning a new behavior or routine. For those students who are “almost 
there” it is vital to recognise their progress. 
 

  



Acknowledging appropriate behaviour 
 
When teachers model, teach and acknowledge students for displaying expected behaviours, they 
help them experience success in their learning and social relationships. Specific, timely and 
constructive feedback and recognition help students learn and practise the behaviours that are 
expected at school, build student-staff relationships, reduce the likelihood of problem behaviour, 
and help develop a positive school culture. 
 
Positive feedback is just as important for learning social behaviour as for learning academic skills, 
especially in the early stages of learning a behaviour or routine. By recognising the positive skills 
and behaviours that students show, we are more likely to see those skills in the future. It is normal 
for students to make mistakes as they learn and practise new ways of behaving. While some 
students take longer to learn these behaviours than others, it is important to recognize all students’ 
efforts and approximations, and to provide feedback as they progress towards success. 
 
High rates of positive feedback across the school help create a positive environment and 
strengthen student-staff relationships. It also provides recognition for all students, not just those 
who seek it or receive it for inappropriate behaviour. Whole school positive feedback gives all staff 
consistent language to use when guiding students in their behaviour. 
 
St Joseph’s uses a continuum of tangible items, preferred activities and verbal feedback (see 
Levels of Behaviour matrix). These extrinsic motivators are important while students develop the 
ability to perform behaviours successfully. They can then be replaced by the intrinsic rewards that 
students experience when they master a skill or behaviour, and maintained with periodical positive 
feedback from staff. 
 
Tangible rewards are used purposefully to teach, encourage and support expected behaviours. 
They: 
 are commonly recognised across the school so that “we are all in this together”. 

 remind staff to give verbal feedback and praise. 

 support staff in giving verbal feedback and praise. 

 make it easy to record positive behaviours so students can celebrate their success. 

A particular tangible reward at St Joseph’s is the “I Spy Token”. Tokens are used across the 
school by class, specialist, support and duty staff to acknowledge and encourage positive 
behaviour. 

 Accelerated Reading awards tokens to students as they successfully complete reading quizzes. 

 Specialist staff issue tokens for appropriate behaviour when students are waiting outside the 

specialist class and for behaviour within the class. 

 Duty staff recognise positive behaviour in the playground. Each duty bag contains a notebook 

and pencil for staff to record the behaviour identified. This is issued to the student, who takes it 

to class at the end of recess or lunch. The note is worth two faction tokens.  

 Class teachers may also use tokens to reward students. 

 Junior classes issue the tokens themselves while middle and senior classes keep a tally of the 

tokens. 

 At the end of term, the winning faction receives an ice-cream from the canteen. 

 
 
 
 
 

 



Acknowledging appropriate behaviour (cont.) 
 

In all of this, we recognise the importance of pairing the rewards with positive language. Students 
must understand what they did well and how it aligns with our values and behaviour expectations. 
Verbal feedback is an easy and free way to acknowledge and encourage expected behaviours 
from students. All staff at St Joseph’s understand that: 
 
 we are clear and specific. We use common language from our values and behaviour matrix to 

describe the positive behaviour we have seen. 

 we use appropriate words. Some students prefer private praise, while others enjoy public 

acknowledgement. 

 we are genuine. Staff members are true to their own personality and this is reflected within 

each classroom. 

 we give feedback immediately after the behaviour when possible. 

 we give it frequently, especially during the learning phases of the behaviour or routine. 

 we acknowledge expected behaviours that are based on our values, identified in the school 

matrix and promoted during school assemblies. 

 
  



100 different ways to say “Good work!” 
Add specific feedback after each one, e.g. “That’s good! You’ve set it out so clearly, 

anyone could follow that!” 
 
 

1. You’ve got it made 

2. That’s right 

3. You’re on the right track now 

4. That’s good 

5. You are very good at that 

6. That’s coming along nicely 

7. That’s much better 

8. You didn’t give up 

9. I’m happy to see you working like that 

10. You’re working really hard today 

11. You’re doing a good job 

12. You’ve just about got it 

13. That’s the best you’ve ever done 

14. That’s it 

15. Congratulations 

16. I knew you could do it 

17. That’s quite an improvement 

18. Now you’ve figured it out 

19. You are doing that much better today 

20. Now you have it 

21. You persevered when it was tough 

22. Great 

23. You are learning fast 

24. Keep working on it; you’re getting better 

25. Good for you 

26. Couldn’t have done it better myself 

27. You make it look easy 

28. You really make my job fun 

29. That’s the right way to do it 

30. One more time and you’ll have it 

31. You’re getting better every day 

32. You did it that time 

33. Wow 

34. That’s the way 

35. Nice going 

36. Sensational 

37. You haven’t missed a thing 

38. That’s the way to do it 

39. Keep up the good work 

40. That’s better 

41. Nothing can stop you now 

42. That’s first-class work 

43. Excellent 

44. Perfect 

45. That’s the best ever 

46. You’ve just about mastered it 

47. That’s better than ever 

48. Nice going 

49. Outstanding 

50. How did you get so clever? 

51. Now that’s what I call a fine job 

52. You did very well 

53. You must have been practising 

54. Fantastic 

55. You’re doing beautifully 

56. You’re really improving 

57. Right on 

58. Superb 

59. Good remembering 

60. Keep it up 

61. You did a lot of work today 

62. You’ve got that down pat 

63. You certainly did well today 

64. Tremendous 

65. You’re doing fine 

66. Good thinking 

67. You are really achieving a lot 

68. Keep on trying 

69. You outdid yourself today 

70. I’ve never seen anyone do it better 

71. Good on you 

72. Good going 

73. I like that 

74. Marvellous 

75. I’m very proud of you 

76. I think you’ve got it now 

77. Good job ____________ 

78. You’ve figured that out fast 

79. You remembered 

80. That’s really nice 

81. It’s a pleasure to teach when you work 

82. Now you’ve figured it out 

83. You’re right 

84. Clever 

85. Way to go 

86. That’s great 

87. That’s it 

88. Well, look at you go 

89. Now you have the hang of it 

90. Congratulations 

91. You got behaviour right 

92. You’ve got your brain in gear today 

93. Much better 

94. Wonderful 

95. Super 

96. Top job 

97. That’s fantastic 

98. That makes me feel so good 

99. What a super star 

100. Sensational effort _______________ 

 



Positive Behavior Feedback Strategy  
  

The following is a guide for how to best apply positive teaching techniques for regular classroom 
behaviour management. It assumes that any misbehaviour displayed by students involves only 
minor infringements of the rules. This includes calling out, speaking out of turn, wandering around 
the classroom, acting silly or not doing work. 
  
The techniques discussed need to be implemented within a strategic hierarchy. The idea is to 
encourage target behaviour by using techniques that are least intrusive or disruptive. In other 
words, intervene as little as possible in the attempt to achieve the desired behaviour. Gradually, 
the feedback given to the student becomes more explicit and direct. However, the following guide 
should be considered as an ideal set of behaviour management techniques, and when behaviour 
from students does not fall under minor misdemeanours it is necessary to use stricter and more 
direct responses. For more serious inappropriate behaviours, it may be necessary to begin 
immediately at Step 4. Examples of such behaviour are: 

 Shouting across the room 

 Physical disruption of another student’s ability to learn 

 Disruptive loud noises (e.g. banging, squealing, etc.) 

 Deliberate undermining of the teacher’s authority (e.g. not following instructions, sarcasm, 

rudeness, etc.)  

For more serious misbehaviour, resort immediately to Step 5 followed by a direct warning to the 
student and a reminder of the desired behaviour and consequences for not complying. 
  
For more threatening behaviour, call or send for immediate assistance from the Leadership Team 
or nearby teaching staff. Threatening behaviour includes any Level 3 behaviour as outlined in the 
St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School Levels table. 
  

 
Step 1 – Ignore and Praise  
Increase frequency and rate of praise to other students displaying correct behaviour. Use REX 
responses (rule related, used as an example to others, and express precisely what the behaviour 
is). Provide opportunities for the student to carry out correct behaviour, and try hard to catch the 
student being good while giving them abundant praise and reward. 
         
            
           Inappropriate behavior continues 
 
 
 
Step 2 – Redirect attention  
Ask the student a direct question about the lesson, to read part of the question, carry out a task, 
etc. Provide opportunities to catch the student being good.  
 
 
           Inappropriate behavior continues 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Step 3 – Proximity and gestures  
Proximity – Move around the classroom and increase proximity to student. Prompt their 
behaviour as needed.  
Gestures – Gestures are used to send silent signals and also provide a visual cue for the student. 
Examples include: 

 Point and tap with your finger 

 Turn page over to where they should be working 

 Shake head, etc.  

In class situations, this involves ignoring the inappropriate behaviour and simply showing the 
student what the correct behaviour is.   

 If the student is calling out, ignore them and model putting your hand up.  

 If the student is restless and not paying attention, gain eye contact and model sitting up straight 

with arms folded.  

 If they are off task make eye contact and point to your eyes, indicating that you want their eyes 

on you.  

 
 
            Inappropriate behavior continues 
 
 
Step 4 – Group feedback  
These statements are not told directly to the student, but rather to the group. They indirectly tell 
the student what the behavioural expectations are and inform the student of the consequences for 
inappropriate behaviours. Examples include:   

 Ask a student to remind the class of what the rules are. 

 Pause and say, “I’m going to wait until all arms are folded and eyes are on me.” 

 “Just remember, I can only answer those students that put their hands up.”  

 “Incomplete work needs to be finished at lunch.”  

 “Those that don’t follow the class rules can’t earn points.”  

Provide opportunities for the student to carry out correct behaviour, and try hard to catch the 
student being good.   
 
       
           Inappropriate behavior continues  
 
 
 
Step 5 – Individual feedback  
This is a reprimand told directly to the student. Move closer to the student and crouch down at 
their eye level. In a firm but quiet voice and using the student’s name, tell them specifically what 
the disruptive behaviour is and what behaviour needs to follow. Remind them of the consequence 
of them continuing the disruptive behaviour.   
Examples include:  

 “Holly, you need to stop banging your ruler against the desk. You need to be respectful and get 

on with your work quietly, otherwise you’ll be kept in at lunch.” 

 “William, be safe and keep your hands and feet to yourself, otherwise I’ll be sending you to your 

buddy class and you’ll be speaking with the Principal at lunch.” 

  



Positive behaviour feedback flow chart 
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Active Supervision 
 

1. Do I have at least 4 positive contacts for each negative student contact? 

2. Do I move continuously through the room/area – obvious, positive, interactive 

and unpredictable?  

3. Do I scan frequently – head up, make eye contact, overt body position? 

4. Do I positively interact with most students? Am I sincere? 

5. Do I handle minor rule variations effectively and consistently – quickly, 

privately, with follow-up? 

6. Do I follow procedures for handling major violations – quickly, by the book, 

business-like, documented on SEQTA, relevant staff and family notified? 

 
Skills for Classroom Management 

 
Strategy  Purpose/Explanation  

Establish 
expectations 

Clearly articulate & demonstrate desired behaviour & boundaries of pro-
social behaviours. 
 

Give 
instructions 

Give clear directions about what to do. 
 

Verbal & non-
verbal directions 

Redirect student behaviour using positive non-confrontational methods. 

Wait & scan Wait 5 – 10 seconds after giving an instruction, giving students time to 
process the direction. 
 

Cue & 
acknowledge 

Acknowledge students’ on-task behavior with the intention of prompting 
another to follow suit. 
 

Encourage: 
body language  

Intentionally use your body language to encourage students to remain on 
task. 
 

Encourage: 
descriptive  

Encourage students to become more aware of their competence by 
commenting on their positive behavior choices. 
 

Selectively 
attend 

Intentionally give minimal attention to off-task behavior choices. 

Give choices Respectfully confront the student who is disrupting others with the 
available choices & their natural consequences. 
 

Follow-through Resolute, planned action in the face of ongoing disruptive behavior that is 
seriously disturbing the learning environment. 
 

Defuse  Provide opportunity for people who have participated in or witnessed a 
potentially traumatic classroom or playground event to talk about it. 
 

 
 
 



3W’s (Bill Rogers Technique) 
  

The 3W’s are simply a re-direction strategy to allow a student time to reflect on current behaviour, 
desired behaviour and make appropriate behaviour choices.  
  
They are based on 3 simple questions: 

 What are you doing?    

 What are you supposed to be doing?   

 Would you do that now thanks?  

When a student is demonstrating inappropriate behaviour choices, question the student in a 
neutral tone of voice using the following steps:  
  
Step 1:  

 State student’s name  

 Pause and allow for take-up time  

 Ask, “What are you doing?”       

 Student should state actual behaviour they were exhibiting e.g. “Swinging on my chair”.   

 If they do not name their behaviour or name a different behaviour, ask question again.   

 If they cannot answer the question, name their behaviour “I saw you swinging on your chair.” or 

“You were swinging on your chair.”  

Step 2:  

 Ask student, “What are you supposed to be doing?”  

 Student is to state desired behaviour.   

 If unable or unwilling to name desired behaviour, state it for them e.g. “If you are being safe and 

respectful at our school, you need to be sitting with all four legs of your chair on the floor and 

listening.”  

  
Step 3:  

 Ask for compliance e.g. “Would you do that now thanks” and move out of proximity.   

 If student refuses to comply with desired behaviour then refer to Level 2 on Behaviour Flowchart.  

  



Positive Behaviour Warnings 
 

For the sake of consistency, clarity and effective feedback we use a positive behaviour warning 
system from Year One through to Year Six when students display inappropriate behaviours. 
Students have a warning card on their desk (Diagram 1). Class teachers have a collection of “stop 
and reflect” cards (Diagram 2) to issue if a student demonstrates inappropriate behavior.  
 
This provides the student with verbal and visual reminders to:  

 identify the inappropriate behaviour; 

 reflect on their behaviour; 

 give them the opportunity to make appropriate behaviour choices; 

 experience the consequences of their behaviour choices. 

The warning system also provides teachers with: 

 a quick and unobtrusive way to remind students to make appropriate behaviour choices; 

 reminders of which students require further attention and instruction regarding their behaviour; 

 a step-by-step procedure to assist with positive behaviour reminders.  

If a student displays inappropriate behaviours and the teacher gets to Step 5 in the Positive 
Behaviour Continuum the teacher: 

 moves closer to the student and issues a “stop and reflect” card as a first warning;  

 in a firm but quiet voice and using the student’s name, tells the student specifically what the 

inappropriate behaviour is and what behaviour needs to follow;  

 reminds them of the consequence of them continuing the inappropriate behaviour. 

If a student continues to make inappropriate behavior choices the teacher: 

 instructs the student to move their “stop and reflect” card to the next place on the warning card 

on their desk, reminding them of the consequence of continued inappropriate behaviour.  

If a student has to move their “stop and reflect” card along the length of the card, they will move to 
the Thinking/Take a Break area within the classroom, or finally be sent to the Buddy Class. 
 
All specialist teachers will be supplied with “stop and reflect” cards. They follow the Positive 
Behaviour Feedback Strategy as in the homeroom class. If a student requires a warning: 

 the specialist teacher issues a “stop and reflect” card; 

 the student takes these cards with them when they return to their home room at the end of the 

specialist class 

 if they are issued three cards within the time of the specialist class, they will automatically spend 

time in the Reflection Room during lunch break. 

Recess and Lunch break Inappropriate Behaviour 

All duty teachers will be supplied with “stop and reflect” cards (Diagram 2). In the event of a 
student making an inappropriate behavior choice during recess or lunch break:  

 the student will be issued with a “stop and reflect” card; 

 they will be required to stay with the duty teacher for five minutes; 

 the duty teacher will record the inappropriate behaviour on a sticky note and place it in the class 

teacher’s tray at the end of recess or lunch; 

 the class teacher will record this on SEQTA. 
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Thinking/Take-a-break Time 

 
Thinking/Take a break Time is simply time away from the group. The emphasis with all 
Thinking/Take a break Time is isolation until the student can renegotiate his/her return (5 to 20 
mins). It is not a punishment and needs to be conducted pre-emptively with a neutral tone of voice 
and manner. 

When to use Thinking/Take a break Time: 

 whenever a student significantly disrupts another student’s right to learn or endangers his/her 

safety;  

 whenever a student significantly disrupts the teacher’s right to teach and to manage the room. 

 
Time out could be used as part of the following management technique: 

Mary has not commenced her independent work task and is calling out to another student across 
the room. 

Step One: Tactical ignoring, use proximity (walk closer to her area of the room or stand near her) 

Step Two: Simple direction or rule restatement or question and feedback 

Step Three: Repeat Step 2 if student resists or argues. Give a clear choice, e.g. “Mary, to be 
respectful and to be a learner in our class, you need to use a quiet working voice and begin your 
task. If you continue to use your outside voice I’ll have to ask you to work over there (isolation 
desk) for some time away from the rest of the group.”  

Step Four: If the student continues to choose inappropriate behaviour, follow up with the identified 
removal within the room. 

Step Five: If the behaviour continues, send the student to the Buddy Class with student/Education 
Assistant/you accompanying.  

Return to the group/classroom after Thinking/Take a break Time is a negotiated process and will 
often require a discussion of expected behaviour, why the student’s choices were inappropriate 
and identification of alternative behaviours to the initial choices. 

Thinking/Take a break Time considerations: 

 The student needs to know why he/she is sent there.  

 It is the last within class option when the student refuses to follow the class rules.  

 The student needs time to settle down and renegotiate entry to the group. 

  



Buddy Class 

 
The Buddy Class system is a strategy for continued Level 1 Inappropriate Behaviours that is 
designed to give the student some reflection and respite time away from current stimulus, and to 
provide some respite for the classmates or teacher of the student. The student being sent to the 
Buddy Class has the opportunity to de-escalate their behaviour in a less stimulating environment.  
 
The supervising teacher in the Buddy Class will have a designated area away from the rest of the 
class at which the student can work. This strategy does not work for all students and needs to be 
employed strategically i.e. choice of Buddy Class needs to be one where the student will not have 
the opportunity to continue to escalate their behaviour. 
 
Students should not be sent to a Buddy Class where there is a relieving teacher. 
 
Students who are becoming agitated should not be sent to a Buddy Class without prior 
arrangement with the Buddy Class teacher. 
 
Individual teachers are to organise a Buddy Class with a colleague or colleagues at the start of the 
year or school term: 

 negotiate with another teacher at the start of the school year or term.  

 teachers who are familiar with certain students requiring behaviour support might volunteer to   
be the Buddy Class for that/those students.  

 
Process: 
1. Student continues Level 1 behaviours after teacher has restated expected behaviours and 

identified Buddy Class time as a consequence of continued Level 1 behaviour. 
2. Teacher notifies student and teacher of Buddy Class (by phone, at lunch, or note) that student is 

to be attending and how long the student is to remain at the Buddy Class (maximum of one 
session). 

3. Arrange for the student to be escorted to the Buddy Class (with another responsible student, 
with an Education Assistant or by yourself while neighbouring teacher supervises class). 
Remind student of expectations for how to enter Buddy Class (knock and wait quietly). 

4. Student must attend with an activity or work and any required equipment e.g. pencils, ruler, 
eraser, current work, unfinished work folder, dictionary, worksheets, etc. to minimise disruption 
to the Buddy Class’s regular program of learning (unless negotiated otherwise with teacher).  

5. Complete SEQTA documentation and notify Leadership Team. 
6. At end of session or time with Buddy Class, negotiate re-entry - teacher of student (or 

Leadership Team member if support required) meets with student for discussion before student 
re-enters classroom. Discussion: restate rules and expectations; articulate consequences.  

 
 
  



Reflection Time Procedure 

Reflection Time is a consequence for serious and significant (persistent Level 2 or Level 3) inappropriate 
behaviour choices. Usually, Reflection Time is set for one or two lunch periods but this may vary 
depending on context or behaviour history. During this time, students are counseled on their behaviours. 
Reflection occurs in the MiniLit classroom from 1.20pm to 1.40pm. Students are released a few minutes 
before the end of lunch break bell so that they can go for a drink or toilet break. Please refer to the Duty 
Roster to identify who is supervising the Reflection Time for that day and inform of any absences. 
 
Procedure: 

 The teacher will notify the staff member on Reflection Time Duty of attending students via the staff board, 

when possible. 

 Reflection Time staff will notify classroom teachers for follow up of students who forgot or chose not to 

attend Reflection Time with a verbal reminder and reinforcement of the extra time/s now required to 

attend. 

 
Staff Member on Reflection Time Duty: 

 Check staff board for students in Reflection Time. If there are no students requiring supervision for that 

day, the rostered staff member can provide supporting supervision at a reward activity for students who 

have been making appropriate and positive behaviour choices.  

 Present to the duty and be on time, even if there are no names on the staff board, as students will leave if 

no supervision is available on their arrival and these students are already ‘at risk’. 

 Ensure you have your iPad with you. 

 During Reflection Time, provide rule Reflection Forms and/or Apology Letters for students to complete. 

They may also copy out behaviour expectations relating to more appropriate and positive behaviour 

choices.   

 Complete Reflection Time Register for any new students: name; class; behaviour; days allocated; times in 

Reflection Time for the current term; tick attendance column; add any necessary notes; record “complete” 

if no more attendances are required; sign off.  

 For 1st/2nd Reflection Time, sign off Reflection Time slip and form. Give the student the original 

documents to take back to class. 

 For 3rd Reflection Time, a copy is to be given to the Principal and the original be sent home to the 

parents.   

 Remember - this is an isolation activity where students do not socialise with other school community 

members. Be clear and consistent about rules in the Reflection Time room (stay seated, no talking, 

complete forms for full period). The staff member on duty has the authority to assign an extra Reflection 

Time if the current Reflection Time is not completed appropriately.  

 Debrief students on the inappropriate behaviours that led to the Reflection Time and help them identify 

more appropriate choices in similar situations. Be supportive where a student is experiencing social 

difficulties and assist in building strategies for alternative resolutions to physical violence. Report any 

crisis issues to relevant parties. 

 Photograph using iPad and upload to SEQTA. 

 Notify the class teacher of any missed Reflection Times; there may be valid reasons.  

 

Issuing/Class Teacher 

 Remind (verbally & visually) the student to attend Reflection Time as they go to lunch. Advise the Duty 

Teacher. 

 Fill out Reflection Time slip and indicate which Reflection Form they are to complete for student to take to 

Reflection Time.  

 Ensure Reflection Time form is sent home at the end of the day that it is completed. 

 Provide support with parent contact where required.  

 
 



Student in Reflection Time 

Expected behaviour  Consequence of inappropriate behaviour 
choice (during detention) 

 Go directly to the MiniLit room at 1.15pm (2nd 

bell). 

 Report to the Duty teacher (if they have not yet 

arrived, wait outside the room until they do). 

 Class teacher and the Principal are notified. 

 Allocated Reflection Time is doubled. 

 Sit silently at a desk and complete reflection 

activity until released by the Duty teacher. 

 If you have a problem, see the Duty teacher. 

 Duty teacher has the authority to issue an 

extra Reflection Time to make up for the one 

not completed appropriately. 

 Take home the Reflection form. Have your 

parents sign it and return it to your teacher the 

next day. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
  



Procedures for documentation 
  
The school is required to document and manage behavioural trends as well as instances of severe 
infractions. Teachers should immediately document instances of inappropriate behaviour on 
SEQTA.    
  
Any Level 2, Level 3 or Ongoing Level 1 Inappropriate Behaviour MUST be recorded on SEQTA 
and referred to the Principal. Relieving teachers or staff without access to SEQTA who observe a 
behaviour incident should use the paper referral form and leave it with the class teacher/s of the 
students involved in the incident. It is the responsibility of the class teacher to enter the incident on 
SEQTA on behalf of the referring staff member.  
  
If a student is to be suspended or excluded the following protocol must have been attended to:  

 Teachers have maintained records of student behaviour and its consequences 

 Teachers, in consultation with the Principal, have implemented management strategies and 

documented the outcome. 

 There has been appropriate written and personal consultation with parents / guardians. 

 Any support teachers and CEWA Consultants have been involved. 

 Professionals from other agencies, departments, institutions and organisations (e.g. doctors, 

psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers) have been consulted where appropriate.  

Referring and recording Level 2 and Ongoing Level 1 Behaviour 
Incidents  

(Inappropriate behavior choices) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Level 2 or Ongoing Level 1 
Behaviour Incident (refer to 

Policy for identification & 
examples of behavior. 

Referring staff member 
completes SEQTA notes & 

refers to Principal before end 
of school day. 

Management of student 
continues by teacher as per 

the Policy 

Principal follows up with 
student & implements any 
resulting consequences, 

noting actions on SEQTA. 

Classroom teacher & Principal 
liaise to ensure consistency of 

follow-up & expectations. 



Referring and recording Level 3 Behaviour Incidents  
(Inappropriate behavior choices) 

 
 
 

Level 3 Behaviour Incident 
(refer to Policy for 

identification & examples of 
behavior. 

Referring staff member 
contacts Admin immediately & 
records on SEQTA, referring 

to Principal. 

Student is exited from 
situation to attend Principal’s 

office (method of exit depends 
on student’s needs). 

Principal works with student & 
implements consequences, 

noting action on SEQTA. 

Principal notifies teacher of 
outcome. 


